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The objective of a photograwmetric mapping organization is to

prepare a map of the greatestpossible precision with, a mininusnof cost,

equipment and time. Many factors are involved in this accomplishment.

The purpose, of the inap, the scale of the map and the photography, qua

lity of control; lenses, plotting equipment, drafting and the skill of

the personnel all affect the final product.

The general prccedures in pliotogrammetric mapping are to obtain

mapping photography, locate the required control, extend the control by

office methods (aerotxiangulation), coapile the map details from the

photographs, draft or scribe the fi^al manuscript and print the required

number of copies of the map for distribution.

Planning the flight lines for aerial photography is the first res

ponsibility of the photogrammetrist. The focal length of the available

cameras j tne service ceiling of the aircraft,} t/pe of terrain, required

scale, percent of sidelap and ettdlap and existing maps for plotting

flight lines enter into planning. If raajis ..io not exist or no detail is

available for visual flight control 3 th-j line3 must ue flown with

electronic navigation aids for positioning the aircraft. The planner

must also bear in uiind the capabilities and limitations of his stereo-

plotting equipment. The ratio of photo .scale to compilation scale.has

extreme ranges but general figures are 1 to 1 through 1 to 5*

The photographs must be oriented to their correct position on the

surface of the earth. Tiiis requires that known positions on the ground

be identitled on the photographs. If the control station itself is not

visible on the photograph, a subsitute object is selected and its true

position is established by field survey methods. For higher accuracy

(at higher cost), existing control stations mar be premarked so as to
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be visible from the air before photographs are ta.cen. If control

stations do not already exist, locations may be selected from the photo

graphy and field parties sent to establish the control in the selected

locations.

Field identification of control usually requires the station- or

suDstitute station to be iricked on a photograph (contact3 enlarged3 or

enlarged section), a sketch of the station and a written description

(plate 1, page 4). After the field inspection party has identified the

control, the data is sent to the office for control extension or aero

triangulation. The field party at this time obtains further information

such as detail too small to see on the photographs, hidden details,

geographic names, property lines, political boundaries and any other

infromation of assistance to the compilers, with this schedule of

operations, the field party is still in the area if .nore control or a

check on previous work is required.

Several methods of control extension are in use today. Among these

methods are radial plot with transparent templets3 slotted templets and

stereo-templets, instrument aerotriangulation with an instrument such as

the multiplex plotter, and analytic aerotriangulation. The instrument

and analytic methods extend vertical and horizontal control while radial

plotting extends only horizontal control.

The analytic methods of control extension require equipment capable

of reading coordinates on the photography. This can be done with a

first-order stereoplotting instrument, a point drilling device and uiono-

cular comparator, or a stereocomparator. The data from these instru

ments must be mathematically adjusted to relate to ground positions.

Data from the first-order plotters can be handled on a desk calculator

using a seudgraphie adjustment/ ' The data irom the comparators re-
{2)

quires some form of electronic computer.^ A first-order plotter can

obtain data from about five stereo-models a day while a comparator can

process two models a day but with a greater accuracy.



Two field parties of fron: fcuice to live men can supply information

for one stereoplotfcsr. The stereoplot "oer should have one operator and

an assistant available for continuous worLc. One first-order plotter

can supply data for aoout four lower order compiling instruments. The

compiling instruments should have one operator and one draitsman or

scriber assigned to e^ch instrument to .'^intain pioduction.

Positions confuted for pass oints with the analytic methods are

plotted on the map m^nL^crij-t with a ooordinato^raph. This instrument

can also ''ze used to plot ^rids or. the manuscript.

The f±nal compilation is done vith compiling instruments using

stereo-models set to the vertical and Horizontal control plotted on the

manuscripts. Production from these instrument is controlled by the

amount of detail to be compiled aud the detail visible in eo.ch model.

Detailing a model can take from one half day to two ^ee.:s. The com

pilation is made diractl/ on tb.c- base ua^aacript or on a worksheet for

each m 'del whid the dr&ftsuian transfers to the "base manuscrirt.
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Since the aerial photograph is one of the most necessary and

easiest understood of all general planning tools, covert .e of an area

larger than a single photograph increases the values of this tool in

direct proportion to the increased area covered. This is the mosaic —

a number of photographs matchs.L together to appear as one large >hoto-

graph. The value o± a mosaic is Incited "by the scale and overall size

of the final product. The inherent errors ox1 the photograph of scale,

tilt, relief displacement .^nd distortion must he considered m the pre

paration of a ...osaic as the/ are in any use of photography.

Photography for a uosaic must be planned as carefully as mapping

photography. The scale of ihotography for the mosaic■usuclly ranges

from contact scale to a 3^ rs tio. Tiiis orings the mosaic scale into

a close relationship to the ..iap which can oe nia-ie from the same photo

graphy. The general sc^le of chs .,;ob,;ic iy determined by the use to be

mane.of the ..tOSc.ic which r..n--.es from general reconnaisBance through

public relations to properx.y eve luat ion. 1 hcto^raphy taken with an

80 percent endlai" reduces the effect of relief displacement and allows

alternate p he to graphs io *je us - d for oonirol g1.; tension and compilation

of a map. The exact sc-^le of oVie individual photograph is ■determined

by identifying control points or. a map or \;i th a radial plot and com

paring these positions with the sa^e positions on zue pnotogra^.hs. J3y

identifying and scaling 6 surficient nx.uei of points in a photograph

and correcting t^e positions for relief dis^ la :emerjt s an ali^obt exact

scale of the photograph may 'oe uetar.nined. In addition, analysis of"

the variations of acale on a photograph will determine the amount "and

direction of any tilt present. From this information, instructions are

given to the photographic laboratory for the preparation of.enlarged

and rectified prints. The values r.iven to uie photographic, la joratory

must inclLide an allowance for shrinkage of the rint in processing and

expansion of the print when a Hatei soluble aahewive is useu in laying

the mosaic. Some organizations reouest slightly und^rsize ^rimts to

permit stretchir.o '.'hen excess adhesive is squeegeed during the counting
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process. For ; recision ^osaics 9 four copies of each print are

re guested — two wi c^ t.-e grain of the paper running in one direction

and two T-rith "ciicT ^-rain of che j_.ap:=r rupiin^ at ri^ht Enbls3 to the

first two. The ;■ rints are usuill/ on single wei^iit }>iper with a glossy

finish.

.i controlled u.Obaic; as its name indie tes? requires control to

position the phonographs. The uost satisfactory method of controlling

the photo placement is to lay the photographs on a copy of tae map of

the are . Jhe map details may oe burni-hec1 on the hard surfaces non-

porous (masonite; lOountinp hoara. ^ blac_: line transparency of the

map is posi bioned over the details on ^iie board and s^.c^rely taped

along one side to :.eri-it re ^oval and accurate repositioning of the

transparency.

Beginning in the center of ;.he .nosaic area, a central section of

the photograph is cut o.Jt ....siri- st^ndara techni-; ues am positioned over

ae Lail on brie board. 'riie overl,;.:; is fli^p^d over the jaora for a visual

ohee .^ on trie £ lacei.ient of the piio cog-raph. Oon Li rue tuis t roceas by

expanding iron the center in all ■.irectioi.a.

■ If the area to oe covered extends oeyond one coard3 a >7ide _ strip

of jaasicing' tape is placed on the edoes of i;.e sorii::0 area to be mat

ched to the adjoining board. ±he mosaic is ^er acted to expand o/er..

the ne,:t line onto the tave. J:n--n the first area is convicted, the

,o^.aic is cut ;;loi:^ tne neat line, the tape with the ...osaic on it is

peeled off and iuountod on the adjoining uoard and the mosaic is con- .

tinued from the uia.-'ich±nii

Gum arable solution is the usual adhesive luacerial. As soon as ■

the mosaic is reasonably d^y and uonkr information coapleteo-? a photo

copy is made. 'This protects a, ainst loss of detail" if the edges of the

photographs "become dry and "brittle and peel loose.

The use of 60 percent endlap photo^raj/ny, lor0er focal lengtn

oa leras and four copies oi" each jmt allows easier placement of photo

det;.il. If a base uiap ci.oes not exist or is not availaole to control
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the mosaic, some other method of locating control or detail points such

as radial plot or analytic aerotriangulaUon is used! Additional plot

ted points at breaks in grade as well as hi^h and low points should be

selected to supplement the usual pass points. These points are plotted

on the base board ar.d on the transparent overlay to control the place

ment of the photographs as in the described method.
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